
the CLOUD for access control



GoPlanner is a cloud platform for access control 
and attendance tracking. The GoPlanner ACCESS 
version is dedicated to access control and security 
management suitable for use in any context. It 
can be perfectly used to manage access flows in 
protected areas in a small business or integrated 
systems at an enterprise level.
GoPlanner ACCESS presents the ideal solution for 
a company that wants to automate and accelerate 
access control of staff and visitors. It is a solution 
that is adaptable to specific needs, easy to use 
and able to significantly reduce the time and the 
costs it takes to manage the collected data.

Its web based management allows the consultation 
of data and the management of access control 
to a greater number of users, simplifying the 
communication processes, eliminating paper 
requests and authorizations. The system allows 
to define a specific authorization profile for each 
user. Furthermore, access data or intrusion 
attempts can be exported to XLS or in general 
connected to any database. GoPlanner ACCESS 
interfaces with many models of access control 
readers on the market.
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DEPARTMENTS:
Through Departments you can define 

User Groups, to which you can assign 
access permission in predefined zones or 
schedules.

TIMETABLES:
The Timetables management allows 

you to define timetables for a User 
Group (Employee Department, Visitor 
Department etc.) eventually specifying 
flexibility tolerances upon entry or exit.

PLANNING:
GoPlanner ACCESS consents the 

Planning of access policies in a solar 
calendar, establishing the expiration of the 
badge validity. 

ACCESS LOG and REPORTS:

It is possible to monitor the Access Log 
of single users or User Groups in real time 
- searching by date, by single terminals or 
by zones, in order to view the list of those 
present. Every single view can be easily 
exported to XLS or PDF. 

EMPLOYEES:
No limit on the number of Employees or 

users in general.

TERMINALS:
GoPlanner ACCESS platform interfaces 

with the following access control Terminals:
• Zucchetti TMC: AxDoor, AxGate, 

X1/X2, SuperTarx 4/7/10
• iGuard: LM520-SC, LM520-FSC, 

LM520-FOSC
• Promag: TR515ER, HF9A, ER750 

and many others 
• AssaAbloy: all mechatronic readers 

of the SmartAir family
When used with compatible terminals, 

the functioning state of the terminals is 
monitored in real time.

MULTI COMPANY MANAGEMENT:
You can manage multiple companies 

in a single software, with the comfort of 
having common statistics.

ADVANCED USER MANAGEMENT:
The access to the Cloud platform is 

possible through the user identification via 
a local database or a corporate domain 
via LDAP. For each user it is possible to 
define the rules of access, consultation 
and modification with maximum granularity 
through the User Roles. All operations are 
stored in the System Logs.
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